An efficient method of modeling trapezoidal built-up wing structures is developed by coupling, in an indirect way, an Equivalent Plate Analysis (EPA) with Neural Networks (NN). Being assumed to behave like a Mindlin-plate, the wing is solved using the Ritz method with Legendre polynomials employed as the trial functions. This analysis method can be made more efficient by avoiding most of the computational effort spent on calculating contributions to the stiffness and mass matrices from each spar and rib. This is accomplished by replacing the wing inner-structure with an "equivalent" material that combines to the skin and whose properties are simulated by neural networks. The constitutive matrix, which relates the stress vector to the strain vector, and the density of the equivalent material are obtained by enforcing mass and stiffness matrix equities with regard to the EPA in a least-square sense. Neural networks for the material properties are trained in terms of the design variables of the wing structure. Examples show that the present method, which
Introduction
Traditionally, the conceptual design is often carried out using simplified relations that have been learned from previous similar designs. This approach can only result in incremental advancements in technology because experience-based design makes large step design extrapolations too risky. This risk can be reduced significantly if the design is based on physicsbased high-fidelity models since using these models one can predict the consequences of large design extrapolations with a greater confidence.
Physics-based high-fidelity models, such as those in the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) for structures, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for aerodynamic loads etc., are increasingly being used as early as possible in airplane design. This is not surprising because it is estimated that about 90% of the cost of a product is committed during the first 10% of the design cycle, and an accurate analysis is often crucial to obtaining a good estimate of the manufacturing and life-cycle costs of a product.
For structural analysis, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is widely used because of its generality, versatility and reliability, but its use in the early design stages faces some major obstacles: A prohibitive preparation time for the FE model data, and a large amount of CPU time for problems with a high number of degrees of freedom. This is especially true for complex builtup structures such as the airplane wings. 
Application of Neural Networks in Structural Problems
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), or simply Neural Networks (NN) are computational systems inspired by the biological brain in their structure, data processing and restoring method, and learning ability. More specifically, a neural network is defined as a massively parallel distributed processor that has a natural propensity for storing experiential knowledge and making it available for future use by resembling the brain in two aspects: (i) Knowledge is acquired by the network through a learning process: (ii) Inter-neuron connection strengths known as synaptic weights (or simply weights) are used to store the knowledge 5 .
Major steps of utilizing NN include: (i) specifying the topology or the structural parameters (2) Indirect Application
Here it is desired to find a way of incorporating NN into the application of the equivalent plate analysis (EPA) of complex wing structures, other than just making use of results generated by EPA as the training data base. Note that in the EPA of a complex wing, the computation effort is mainly spent on integrals for generating the contribution from the inner-structural components of the wing, the spars and the ribs, to the stiffness and mass matrices. This is the path that we followed in this study.
Equivalent

Skin Analysis (ESA) of Wing Structures
Since the calculation of various integrals in Eqs.
( 1) and (2) are time-consuming, it is desired to replace the actual wing structure by an equivalent continuum model, that is, one that is composed of a skin-like material, whose constitutive matrix [D] and distribution of mass in Eqs.
(1) and _,2_
are to be decided.
It is assumed that the mass density /9 is a function of position in the plan form while each term of [D] is a constant throughout the wing area. There can be other choices, as will be discussed later,
We are going to solve the above problem by requiring that the stiffness and mass matrices of the equivalent model are most approximate to those of the actual wing in a least squares sense. This gives the following proce=lures. j=l,...,K and p,q,p',q'=l,...,5. This is an equation set with 25unknowns.
Since i,j = l,. .., N and N =5K 2 is usually very large (if we use the Legendre polynomials of 6 terms as the basis functions, N = 180, if 8 terms are used, then N = 320), the job of generating the matrix in Eq. (9) will be very extensive.
If [D] is assumed to be symmetrical, then Eq. (9) will become
where (p',q') and (p,q) have the following 15 instead of 25 combinations:
(1,I), (1,2), (i,3),
(1,4), (1,5), (2.2), (2,3), (2,4), (2,5), (3,3), (3,4), (3,5), (4,4), (4,5), and (5,5). 
In the present study the following weight coefficients are used: Fig. 2(a) . The first 10 natural frequencies by the EPA and the ESA are compared in Fig. 2(b) and their relative differences (based on the EPA results) are shown in Fig. 2(c) . It can be seen that except for a very few cases (3 out of 250), the relative difference is within -10%-10%. Fig. 3(b) ,
where it can be seen that results by the EPA and the ESA agree with each other quite well.
While Figs. 2 and 3 are about free vibration frequencies, Fig. (4) shows some static results. For an arbitrary new design whose plan form as shown in Fig. 7(a) , a down-ward (-z direction) point force of 1 Ib is applied at the mid-point of the wing tip (actually the force is divided into components acting on the two spar tips close to the mid-point). Fig. 4(a) 5 where 25 points were randomly chosen within the design space box. The plan forms of the new designs are shown in Fig. 5(a) , where dashed lines indicate the spar or rib positions. The first 10 natural frequencies by the EPA and the ESA are compared in Fig. 5(b) and their relative differences (based on the EPA results) are shown in Fig. 5(c) . It can be seen that the relative difference is within -5%-15%. where rj (j = l,... ,6) are randomly determined values between 0 and 1, and see Eq. (15) for the definition of other symbols. Results of natural frequencies of the first 6 modes for wing structures defined by points along a path with n _=0.2243, n 2 =0.8591, n 3=0.2064, n 4 =3.0700, n 5 =2.2196 and n 6=0.9440 are shown in Fig. 6(b) , where it can be seen that results by the EPA and the ESA agree with each other quite well.
Now some static results. For an arbitrary new design whose plan form is shown in Fig. 7(a) , a down-ward (-z direction) point force of 1 lb is applied at the mid-point of the wing tip. Fig. 7(b 
(c) Design space llI
In this case a wing plan with A = 30°, s = 192 in, b = 72 in, and a = 36 in (see Fig. 1 for definitions of s ,b, and a ) is used. A 24 x 32 full factorial experimental design with 2 levels in t0,
(skin thickness at wing tip), at, (skin thickness increment ratio at root over the tip), h_ (spar cap height) and h 2 (rib cap height), and 3 levels in n_par and nr,b , is carried out. The skins are assumed to vary linearly from the root to the tip. Particulars of design space III are as follows: ,3}x0.197 in, h 1={1,3}x0.197 in, n,par = {2,4,6}, nr,b = {6,10,14}
There are 144 sets of data for training. Generating these data sets used much less CPU time than in the case of design space II (about 30 hours). A set of results are given in Fig. 8 where 16 points were randomly chosen within the design space box. The plan forms of the new designs are shown in Fig. 8(a) , where dashed lines indicate the spar or rib positions, and the skin thickness at the wing root andtip. andcapheightsof sparsandribs arerepresented asshownin Fig. 10(a) . The first 10 natural frequencies by the EPA and the ESA are compared in Fig. 8(b) and their relative difference,_ (based on the EPA results) are shown in Fig. 8(c) . It can be seen that the relative difference is within 4%-15%. Fig. 9(a) shows 16 new designs through a randomly chosen path inside the design space box which is defined as
a' =s_',nj =r/(I-r).
where rj (j = 1,...,6) are randomly determined values between 0 and 1, and see Eq. (15) for the definition of other symbols. Results of natural frequencies of the first 6 modes for wing structures defined by points along the path with n _=0.0031, n 2 =0.9999, n 3=0.2089, n 4 =64.7024, n 5=0.9067
and n e,=0.5325 are shown in Fig. 9(b) , where it can be seen that results by the EPA and the ESA agree with each other quite well.
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